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december was a good month for me and for the game, but
it was the best for the server as well. during that month, we
increased our server's population by around 30%. we also

started the process of revamping and rebranding the
servers, not only because we wanted to clean the image,

but also because we wanted to make it more appealing and
visually attractive. we wanted to make it look and feel like a

game like lineage 2. that wasn't possible with the current
logo and the current website, so we had to change both. we
also had to change our game's name because reborn was
the old name of our game, which is not what we wanted

anymore. we tried to make the change as smooth as
possible, so we didn't completely change the name of the
server from reborn to kamael. the two words were almost

antonym, so we just combined them. the logo was also
changed, and the website was upgraded as well. i can't

remember exactly what i changed, but i know that i
changed the color of the logo. i also changed the website's
layout and the color. we also changed the icons that appear

in the client's ui, as well as added some new icons. for
example, we had to change the icon that appears in the

character creation screen, so we chose an icon from
another game that already existed in our game. also we
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added a new icon for the save and load screens. to do all
this we had to hire some graphic artists for the project. now
the servers looks like this: **i removed the old logo and the
old website and put this new one in. i took a screenshot of

it** i hope you like it in the future we will be able to use our
resources to create more items, items that will make you

fall in love with the game and appreciate the work that was
done in the second part of the game. even though, we are
certain that if you play lineage 2, you will love every single
item, every single armor, every single weapon and every

single thing that was created in this game. please, enjoy it,
and let us know what you think of it. we will be more than
happy to hear your opinions and receive your suggestions
to improve our game. you can find us on our new forum :

www.lineage2kamael.com
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